EXPLORE

We chat with actor and activist
Aidan Gallagher about his new role
as the youngest ever United Nations
Environment Goodwill Ambassador!

One way
I help the
planet is
by being
vegan!

This snazzy rhino
sculpture was one
of 21 auctioned
by the Tusk Trust
charity to raise
money for rhino
conservation.
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AMBASSADO

Personal qualities: Communication skills, persuasive writing,
confidence to speak in public and compassion for wildlife
Watch: Dolphin Tale, Racing Extinction (PG) and The Wild Thornberrys Movie
Read: How to Help a Hedgehog and Protect a Polar Bear by Jess French
Online: Check out Aidan’s fun UN Environment initiative wildfor.life/quiz
– then head to his Instagram account @aidanrgallagher or his YouTube
channel YouTube.com/AidanRGallagher1

“Anywhere you
go in the world
you can see
the effects of
climate change.”

Hi Aidan! Congratulations on
becoming the youngest ever UN
Goodwill Ambassador! What does
the job involve?
Hi! I try to spread environmental
messages and educate people, whether
that’s through social media like Instagram
and YouTube, or speaking at events.
Have your acting skills helped you in
your role as an ambassador?
Being an actor has given me confidence
when I’m speaking. But it also means I
have a large audience and platform to
Rhino poaching
share all the new things I’m learning.
increased by more than
When did you first become aware of
9,000% in South Africa
problems with our environment?
between 2007 and 2014
It started because I have a love of
the oceans. I grew up surfing in Los
What are your thoughts about plastic
that some of these species [such as rhinos
Angeles, USA, and as a surfer you’re very
pollution?
and pangolins] are near extinction. If we
conscious of keeping the seas clean – if
If things continue the way they are, it’s
want to experience wildlife throughout
pollution enters the water, you see the
thought that by 2050 there will be more
our lives – and not just read about it in
trash right there beneath your feet! So the
plastic in the ocean than fish – and most
stories as we’re growing up – we need to
more I researched, the more I supported
of it is single-use plastic. So another easy
take action and try to stop it!
protecting the waters. From there, I got
Another issue you’re way to make a difference is to use metal
into things like climate
cutlery instead of plastic utensils for your
change and wildlife – Young people are going passionate about
lunch. By simply using reusable and
climate change.
and eventually the
to inherit this world, so is
sustainable solutions, you can have
What simple things
UN reached out.
we must make sure it’s can our readers
a huge impact on the environment.
We know you care
How can our readers become
about protecting all one we’ll want to inherit! do to make a
difference?
“If you want to ambassadors for their
wildlife – but do you
A surprising thing I learned was
connect with the environment?
have a favourite animal?
how nearly half of climate
environment, all Firstly, the easiest way to
I’ve always loved whales and dolphins,
change is caused by the
you have to do is inspire change is to tell
and one of the great joys of being a surfer
people what you want
animal agriculture business.
go outside.”
is that you occasionally get to experience
changed. So tell your friends
Farmers cut down trees to
them in their natural habitat. I remember
and family the things you learn
clear space for cattle to live and
surfing during sunset in Malibu,
about wildlife and the environment
to grow the crops that feed these
California, on a beautiful calm day and we
animals. Cows produce A LOT of methane – whether that’s climate change, ocean
saw these dolphins pop up. When you’re
pollution or wildlife trafficking. The
gas, releasing greenhouse gases into
connecting that closely to nature, it’s super
more people know about it, the more
the Earth’s atmosphere and making it
easy to feel a need to protect it.
that can be done!
warmer. We also need trees to absorb
Why are you in London today for the
Thanks Aidan – you’re an inspiration!
the greenhouse gases that fuel climate
Illegal Wildlife Trade Conference?
change. So a very easy change to make is
Most people don’t know just how big the
to eat less meat. Start with one thing – try
illegal wildlife trade has become, and
Pangolins are the most smuggled
Meat Free Mondays, where you don’t eat
how much poaching is actually going
mammals in the world – they’re
meat for one day each week.
on. It’s happening at such a large scale
stolen from the wild and used
Can that small change really make
in Asian ‘medicine’
a difference?
Yes! By simply eating something
different that day, you’re doing more
than you could ever imagine!

Pangolin and Prince William © Getty Images UK.
Rhino © Georgia Harrison; Main image © Kate Stephenson.

DARE TO

Aidan meets
Prince William!

Suited and booted,
Aidan has kid power!

Aidan’s kindred species is a jaguar!
Find yours at wildfor.life/quiz
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